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Linewize
Wisdom beyond the filter
The web has changed – isn’t it time to change the way you manage it?

Lock in CIPA Compliance.
Pass classroom control back to teachers.

The Value
As network admins in the K-12 industry, you wear more
hats than any other vertical. The last thing you need is to
spend countless hours tweaking your content filters.
Our mission is simple: Get IT administrators out of the filter!
The Linewize web filter is a pillar within our eco-system
that offers granular control over websites and applications
regardless of the device type, operating system, or
location.
Our unique approach to web filtering provides
administrators the ability to lock-in core CIPA compliant
policies while extending micro controls to teachers for
their classroom.
We’ve built a product for today’s educational environment
that reduces the workload for filter admins and provides
seamless access to safe instruction without compromising
reporting. The result? Students stay safe online and the
network performs at an enterprise level.
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Your web filter shouldn’t limit
learning in the classroom.

It should enhance it.
Built for today’s educational environment:

The Features
• Supports on-premises, hybrid cloud, and/or
full-cloud deployments
• SSO directory integration with G-suite,
Azure, localized AD, LDAP
• Google and YouTube controls

One-to-one on or offsite

• K-12 specific categorization

BYOD - not limited to DNS

• Cyber-safety reports with red flag alerts

AI to capture evasive applications

• Wifi authentication via captive portal

Integrated classroom management

• Device and OS agnostic

Easily identify indicators of cyberbullying, self-harm, &
violence

• SSL visibility without need to decrypt
• Filter devices on and off site with
centralized management
• AI and machine learning for VPN control
• YouTube video visibility and playback
• Search term monitoring and alerting
• Application-rich categories
• QOS, bandwidth shaping, and quotas
• Granular-delegated administration controls
with layman reporting for non-technical
admins
• Accurate reporting combining CDNs with
services they’re actually used for
• Integrated classroom management with
screen visibility
• Scalability up to 20GBPS

About Linewize
The Linewize ecosystem is a unique response to the challenge of today’s connected learning environments. We align a series of
products to help districts stay in regulatory compliance, get the most out of their purchased technology, keep kids cyber-safe at
school, and impact your parent community by assisting them in raising good digital citizens.

For more information visit linewize.com, call us directly 866.896.1777,
or email Info@VoDaViTech.com

